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Abstract—Due to the development of small-size, energy-efficient, and powerful CPUs and GPUs for single board computers, various edge devices are widely adopted for hosting real-world applications, including real-time object detection, autonomous driving, and sensor stream processing. At the same time, serverless computing receives increasing attention as a new application deployment model because of its simplicity, scalability, event-driven processing, and short-lived computation. Therefore, there is a growing demand for applying serverless computing to edge computing environments. However, due to the lack of characterization of serverless edge computing (e.g., application performance and impact from resource heterogeneity), researchers and practitioners have to conduct tedious measurements to understand the performance of serverless applications on edge devices in non-systematic ways.

We create EdgeFaaSBench, a novel benchmark suite for serverless computing on edge devices, to bridge this gap. EdgeFaaSBench is developed on top of Apache OpenFaaS with Docker Swarm and can run various serverless benchmark workloads on edge devices with different hardware specifications (e.g., GPUs). EdgeFaaSBench contains 14 different benchmark workloads running on heterogeneous edge devices and captures various system-level, application-level, and serverless-specific metrics, including system utilization, response time, cold/warm start times, and impact of concurrent function executions. Experimental studies are conducted on two widely used edge devices, Raspberry Pi 4B and Jetson Nano, to show EdgeFaaSBench’s capabilities to benchmark serverless computing on edge devices.

Index Terms—Benchmarking and Performance Evaluation; Edge Computing; Serverless Computing;

I. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of IoT devices has been generating an exponential amount of sensing data, often requiring real-time processing near data sources [1]–[3]. The edge computing paradigm is emerging because the edge cluster can be deployed near data sources, e.g., IoT sensors, and process the data without relying on traditional data-center computing [4]–[6]. In particular, the development of small, energy-efficient, and capable CPU and AI accelerators for edge devices facilitates the adoption of edge computing to servicing various real-world applications, e.g., autonomous driving, drone-based surveillance systems, and environmental sensing [7]–[10].

At the same time, serverless computing and Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) have gained increasing attention as the next-generation application deployment model because of its simplicity, event-based processing, scalability, and short-lived computation [11]–[17]. Various user-facing and data-intensive applications have been converted into serverless architecture [18]–[22]. Furthermore, there are increasing attempts to apply serverless computing to edge computing environments [23]–[26], and it is widely recognized as serverless computing models are well suited for edge computing’s service offerings [27]–[32].

When serverless applications are designed and developed for edge computing environments, specifically if the serverless applications are intended to be hosted on resource-constrained edge devices, software developers wish to know the potential performances and behaviors of their serverless applications on edge devices. Given the heterogeneity and constrained capacity of resources on edge devices, understanding performance limitations and bottlenecks of serverless applications on edge devices are particularly challenging.

A standard approach to understanding an application’s performance is to use benchmark suites that are designed for a target environment [33], [34]. There are several benchmark suites available for either serverless computing [35]–[38] or edge computing [39]–[44]. Unfortunately, none of the existing benchmark suites was tailored for comprehensively benchmarking characteristics of serverless computing on edge devices. The lack of benchmarks for serverless on edge devices makes it difficult to understand the performance of the target applications and their execution environments. For example, desired serverless applications on edge devices [24], [29], [30] can be significantly different from serverless applications for cloud computing [14]–[16], and serverless edge applications’ workload arrival patterns [45], [46] may also be different from those of serverless computing in clouds [47], [48]. As a result, existing benchmark tools [35]–[44] may not correctly capture the necessary performance and characteristics for serverless deployment on edge devices, and developers and practitioners have to conduct tedious and time-consuming measurement processes to understand the performance of serverless applications on edge devices.

To address this problem, we create EdgeFaaSBench, a novel benchmark suite for serverless computing on edge devices. EdgeFaaSBench is developed on top of a widely used open-source FaaS framework and container orchestration tool, OpenFaaS [49] and Docker Swarm [50], and can perform various benchmark tests on edge devices with different hard-
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Edge Computing Architecture. Fig. 1 illustrates the general architecture of edge computing. Edge computing architecture is commonly composed of three layers; 1) IoT sensor and device layer, 2) Edge server layer, and 3) Cloud layer.

IoT sensor and device layer (“bottom layer” in Fig. 1) has various IoT sensors and user devices, which perform diverse sensing operations, and user devices (including edge devices) are used to host lightweight applications to perform real-time on-board processing, including sensing data filtering and noise removal [53], lightweight AI inference tasks [10], [54], and stream processing [55].

Edge server layer (“middle layer” in Fig. 1) is the main computing component in the edge computing environment. Typically, the edge server layer is placed near data sources (IoT sensor and device layer) to provide low-latency computing services that process the data collected by IoT sensors. The edge servers host heavier-weight applications that cannot be executed on computing elements in the IoT sensor and device layer. The applications hosted on edge server layer perform deep learning (DL) inference [7] and big data analytics [56] operations, which tend to require high-performance processors, GPUs, and edge AI accelerators.

The last layer is cloud server layer (“top layer” in Fig. 1). Cloud server layer leverages the scalability and elasticity of cloud infrastructure to provide large-scale data storage and perform computation-intensive tasks with specialized HW accelerators, e.g., DL model training with TPU [57], that cannot be performed on the other two layers.

Benchmark Focus of EdgeFaaSBench. While edge computing has three different layers, EdgeFaaSBench focuses on benchmarking the performance of edge devices, explicitly adopting the idea of the FaaS paradigm [15], [16]. Moreover, existing edge benchmark suites, e.g., DeFog [41] and others [39], already offer the capability of end-to-end edge benchmarks. Please refer to Section V for more information.

Benchmarking the edge device performance has received significant attention from the research and development community because of the faster improvement of the small but powerful edge devices. In addition, HW developers and man-

The contributions of this work are as follows.

1. Novel benchmark suite. We present EdgeFaaSBench, the first comprehensive benchmark suite centered on evaluating the performance characteristics of serverless applications on heterogeneous edge devices to the best of our knowledge. EdgeFaaSBench software is publicly available at https://github.com/kaustubhrajput46/EdgeFaaSBench.

2. Comprehensive FaaS benchmark workloads. 14 different workloads are employed for EdgeFaaSBench to collect various performance aspects of edge devices. EdgeFaaSBench can measure both system-level and application-level metrics, such as utilization and response times, as well as serverless-specific metrics, such as cold/warm startup time variations and the impact of concurrent function executions.

3. A thorough evaluation with practical edge devices. EdgeFaaSBench is tested on two widely used edge devices, Raspberry Pi 4B and Jetson Nano, to demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility in performance benchmarking of serverless computing on edge devices.

We structure the rest of the paper as follows. Section II describes the design of EdgeFaaSBench by emphasizing our benchmark focus. Section III discusses 14 benchmark workloads in EdgeFaaSBench. Section IV reports the results from a benchmark study on two edge devices with EdgeFaaSBench. Section V describes related work regarding this work. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. DESIGN OF EDGEFAASBENCH
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Fig. 1. Edge Computing Architecture
manufacturers recently released high-performance edge devices, often equipped with GPUs [52], [58], [59], and Edge TPU accelerators [60]. Thanks to this development, understanding the performance and behaviors of edge applications running on such devices is particularly challenging due to the variety of resource models and their heterogeneity, and it has become a significant research task. Moreover, the development of edge devices opens up a new opportunity to leverage application deployment models recently developed by the cloud computing community; serverless computing and FaaS models [15], [16]. Therefore, benchmarking with the FaaS applications will provide essential indications to develop more flexible and lightweight applications models, which are more suitable for edge computing [27]–[32]. It is worth noting that edge devices can be deployed in both middle (edge server) and bottom (IoT sensor and device) layers. Generic and low-end edge devices like Raspberry Pi can be used in the IoT sensor and device layer, and high-end edge devices with GPU resources are typically deployed in the edge server layer.

B. Overview of EdgeFaaSBench

Fig. 2 illustrates the overview of EdgeFaaSBench on edge devices. EdgeFaaSBench on edge devices is composed of four different hierarchical components.

**HW and OS Layer.** This layer refers to the edge devices and OS running on the devices. While there are some differences with devices, edge devices like Raspberry Pi 4B [51] and Nvidia’s Jetson series [52], [58], [59] commonly have multi-core ARM CPU designed based on arm64/aarch64 architecture, 4GB to 8GB of RAM, and storage with portable micro-SD card. Moreover, some edge devices, designed for facilitating AI inference tasks at the edge, are equipped with GPU accelerators. For example, Jetson Nano [52] has a 128-core Nvidia Maxwell GPU accelerator, and Jetson Xavier NX [59] is equipped with a Volta GPU with 384 CUDA cores and 48 Tensor cores. We also selected Ubuntu 18.04 LTS (64-bit) for the OS of the edge devices because this version of Ubuntu is commonly running on most edge devices.

**Container Engine and Orchestration Layer.** Docker [61] and Docker Swarm [50] are used for EdgeFaaSBench. Docker is the most widely used container engine, and Docker Swarm is the container orchestration framework for Docker. Both are used to support OpenFaaS (in the FaaS layer) and host serverless applications managed by OpenFaaS. Among the multiple capabilities Docker Swarm supports, the auto-scaling mechanism is particularly beneficial for benchmarking edge devices. For example, EdgeFaaSBench can leverage Docker Swarm’s auto-scaling to characterize the performance with concurrent executions of serverless applications on the devices.

**FaaS Layer.** This layer uses OpenFaaS [49] as a primary serverless framework to manage various serverless benchmark workloads. OpenFaaS is selected for EdgeFaaSBench for the following reasons. First, OpenFaaS offers convenient and comprehensive capabilities of managing serverless applications with minimal HW requirements, various programming languages to write serverless applications, and packaging the applications in a containerized manner. Moreover, the programmable APIs and CLI of OpenFaaS allow convenient scaling-out and scaling-in operations for serverless functions on edge devices. EdgeFaaSBench uses faas-cli\(^1\) with version 0.13.13 and OpenFaaS with version 0.20.5.

**EdgeFaaSBench Controller Layer and Benchmark Workloads.** These two layers comprise the core of EdgeFaaSBench. The controller layer is responsible for running the benchmark tasks and measuring system statistics (e.g., resource utilization) on edge devices. To start and stop a benchmark workload, EdgeFaaSBench collaborates with APIs and CLI functionality of OpenFaaS. Moreover, EdgeFaaSBench uses diverse system monitoring techniques, including sysstat\(^2\) and docker stats\(^3\), to monitor the changes in resource utilization and application performance. The detailed information on collected metrics and procedures from EdgeFaaSBench will be described in the following subsection (Section II-C).

EdgeFaaSBench offers both micro-benchmark and application-level benchmark capabilities to capture diverse aspects of edge devices. All the benchmark workloads used in EdgeFaaSBench will be discussed in Section III.

C. Benchmark Metrics and Procedure of EdgeFaaSBench

As illustrated in Fig. 3, EdgeFaaSBench is composed of 1) benchmark client and 2) device manager. The benchmark client runs on a client machine that triggers the benchmark process, analyzes performance statistics collected by both devices and the client machine, and generates the final report for the benchmark. EdgeFaaSBench uses a workload generator (e.g., Apache bench\(^4\)) to send requests to serverless benchmark workloads on an edge device and measure the performance statistics (e.g., application’s response time) from the client-side. The device manager controls the benchmark process on the device-side. The main component in the device manager is the system monitor that captures performance statistics

---

during the benchmark execution and reports the collected metrics/statistics to the benchmark client.

**Benchmark Metrics.** EdgeFaaSbench can measure three different categories of metrics for the performance benchmark.

1) **System Resource Utilization:** Four main resource utilization metrics, e.g., CPU, memory, disk I/O, and network bandwidth, can be measured by EdgeFaaSbench. To accurately collect CPU and memory usage on edge devices, a particular challenge for EdgeFaaSbench is to differentiate the resource consumption by FaaS containers (hosting serverless benchmark workloads) managed by OpenFaaS and that by other processes (e.g., EdgeFaaSbench system monitor on the device). Therefore, EdgeFaaSbench employs two different system monitoring techniques, `docker stats` and `sysstat`, to collectively measure separate resource consumption by FaaS containers and other processes. In particular, `docker stats` allows EdgeFaaSbench to measure resource utilization per each FaaS container. Other system metrics, e.g., disk I/O and network bandwidth, are measured using micro-benchmark serverless workloads developed based on `dd` and `iPerf3`.

2) **Serverless-related Application Performance:** The response times of the benchmark workloads are the main performance metric to understand the behavior of serverless applications. The response time is measured by both on benchmark client and device manager (edge devices) of EdgeFaaSbench. The benchmark client measures client-side response time, i.e., the actual execution time on the devices and the transmission latency. Furthermore, the device manager can collect the execution time of serverless applications inside the OpenFaaS docker container. EdgeFaaSbench can provide multiple types of statistics of the response time, including the average, tail (e.g., 99%ile), and distribution of the response time.

3) **Serverless-related Metrics:** To measure the performance and behavior of serverless applications on edge devices, EdgeFaaSbench can collect cold and warm start times of serverless applications. The cold start time represents the delay when the first function (serverless application) is invoked, and it includes both container creation and application deployment overhead. The cold start time is an initialization delay caused when the first function (serverless application) is invoked, and it includes both container creation and application deployment overhead. On the other hand, the warm start time is the function invocation delay when a request arrives in an existing serverless container. In particular, the cold start time is the primary performance bottleneck of serverless applications because the cold start time can be up to an order of magnitude slower than the warm start time [62], [63]. Therefore, it is critical to measure such overhead on edge devices. To measure the cold start time, EdgeFaaSbench leverages OpenFaaS CLI and customized `yaml` files for benchmark workloads to intentionally create cold start cases (e.g., set `com.openfaas.scale.min` to zero). Moreover, the cold start time can be further amplified with concurrent function executions. To measure such impact, EdgeFaaSbench dynamically changes the request rates in the workload generator and auto-scaling configuration in OpenFaaS to support more function executions.

**Benchmark Procedure.** Fig. 3 also shows the benchmark procedure of EdgeFaaSbench. EdgeFaaSbench begins by starting the logging daemon in the benchmark client (step #1). The logging daemon is responsible for collecting all the logs from both the benchmark client and system monitor on the target edge device. The benchmark client then notifies the device controller on the edge device about the start of the benchmark (step #2). The device controller initializes the system monitor (step #3), and the system monitor becomes ready to collect system statistics of the edge device (e.g., resource utilization).

The workload generator in the client is started (step #4), and then it sends benchmark requests to the serverless benchmark workloads in the OpenFaaS framework on the device (step #5). When the benchmark workload receives the requests from the workload generator, it starts conducting the performance benchmark on the device. At the same time, the system monitor starts data collection of the edge device’s system statistics (e.g., the change of CPU usage). Once the benchmark workload processes the request from the workload generator, the application sends a response back to the workload generator (step #6). The workload generator measures the response time by calculating the difference between the time to send the request and the time to receive the response. When the benchmark workload finishes its execution, it notifies the end of the benchmark to the system monitor (step #7).

Then, the logging daemon in the benchmark client collects the client-side logs and measured statistics, including the application’s response time (step #8), and starts the log analyzer.
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### III. BENCHMARK WORKLOADS IN EdgeFaaSBench

This section describes serverless benchmark workloads in EdgeFaaSBench. The benchmark workloads can be categorized into two types: 1) micro-benchmark and 2) application-level workloads. The summary of benchmark workloads in EdgeFaaSBench is shown in Table I.

**Micro-benchmark.** Micro-benchmark workloads are employed to benchmark the performance of specific resources on edge devices. i.e., CPU, memory. MM and FFT generate high workloads for both CPU and memory resources on edge devices by performing mathematical operations. MM uses three different matrix sizes \((300\times300, \ 400\times400, \text{and} \ 450\times450)\) and performs the matrix multiplication operations 300 times. FFT calculates a Fast Fourier Transform of a random seed number. Both FPO-SINE, and FPO-SQRT are workloads to generate high CPU stress and moderate memory stress. FPO-SINE calculates the sine value of all 360 degrees, and FPO-SQRT calculates square root values of random numbers (ranging from 10,000 to 30,000) multiple times to generate stress to CPU.

Moreover, the micro-benchmark workloads incorporate off-the-shelf Linux commands and tools. SORT tests the memory performance on edge devices by generating high memory pressure from the sort operation of random text data with `sort` command. DD uses `dd` Linux command to benchmark Disk I/O performance of edge devices. IPERF uses the iperf3 tool to measure the achievable network bandwidth of edge devices.

For the micro-benchmark workloads, python3-debian template in OpenFaaS is commonly used to implement the workloads as a form of serverless applications on edge devices.

**Application-level Benchmark.** Application-level benchmark workloads employ realistic serverless application models to benchmark the performance of edge devices. IP is an image processing serverless application that receives random images from EdgeFaaSBench benchmark client and resizes them to 400 × 400 pixel size images. IP is implemented using the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Workload Name</th>
<th>Workload Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Benchmark</td>
<td>Matrix Multiplication (MM)</td>
<td>CPU: H, MEM: H</td>
<td>Performing matrix multiplication of different matrix sizes multiple times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)</td>
<td>CPU: H, MEM: H</td>
<td>Reading a random seed number and performing its Fast Fourier Transform operations multiple times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floating Point Operation Sine (FPO-SINE)</td>
<td>CPU: H, MEM: M</td>
<td>Calculating the sine value of all 360 degrees multiple times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floating Point Operation Square Root (FPO-SQRT)</td>
<td>CPU: H, MEM: M</td>
<td>Calculating the square root value of random numbers, ranging from 10,000 to 30,000 multiple times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sorter (SORT)</td>
<td>CPU: M, MEM: H</td>
<td>Reading a file containing random text data and sorting the text data using the Linux <code>sort</code> command.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>dd</code> (DD)</td>
<td>CPU: L, MEM: L</td>
<td>Performing random read/write operations on storage (micro-SD) on edge devices using the Linux <code>dd</code> command.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iperf3 (IPERF)</td>
<td>CPU: L, MEM: H</td>
<td>Leveraging the iperf3 tool to measure the achievable bandwidth of the IP network of edge devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application-Level Benchmark</td>
<td>Image Processing (IP)</td>
<td>CPU: M, MEM: L</td>
<td>Resizing random images (from benchmark client) to a size of 400×400 pixels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sentiment Analysis (SA)</td>
<td>CPU: H, MEM: L</td>
<td>Downloading JSON files about different topics and calculating the ratio of positive and negative engagements about the topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speech to Text (ST)</td>
<td>CPU: M, MEM: L</td>
<td>Downloading a random audio file from external storage, generating translated text, and sending it back to the benchmark client.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image Classification on CPU (IC-CPU)</td>
<td>CPU: H, MEM: M-H</td>
<td>Receiving random images from the benchmark client, performing image classification tasks using pre-training CNN models on CPU, and transferring the classification results to the benchmark client.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image Classification on GPU (IC-GPU)</td>
<td>CPU: H, MEM: M-H</td>
<td>Performing a similar task with IC-CPU. But this benchmark enables GPU resources to perform the DNN inference task faster. It can be run on edge devices with GPU, i.e., Nvidia Jetson series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Object Detection on CPU (OD-CPU)</td>
<td>CPU: H, MEM: L</td>
<td>Receiving random images from the benchmark client, and performing object detection tasks with YOLOv3 on CPU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Object Detection on GPU (OD-GPU)</td>
<td>CPU: M, MEM: H</td>
<td>Performing the similar task with OD-CPU, but enabling GPU for faster inference. This workload can run on GPU-equipped edge devices.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Step #9), which collects the device-side benchmark logs and statistics (step #10) and conducts further analysis of both client and device logs to understand the performance of the serverless benchmark workloads on the device. The results from the log analyzer will be given to the report generator to create the final performance benchmark reports for the user (step #10).
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Fig. 4. Two edge devices, Jetson Nano and Raspberry Pi 4B, used for evaluation with EdgeFaaSBench.
**B. Benchmark Results**

We report four benchmark results with two edge devices, including response time and resource utilization, cold and warm start times, concurrent function executions, and the CPU and GPU performance comparison.

**Response Time and Resource Utilization.** Fig. 5 shows EdgeFaaSBench’s benchmark results on response time and

---

8 https://www.nltk.org/index.html
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10 https://pypi.org/project/pyttsx3/
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12 https://pytorch.org/
CPU/memory utilization. In this evaluation, we ran each benchmark workload 100 times to get reliable benchmark results. The results include all benchmark workloads except for GPU-enabled workloads (IC-GPU, OD-GPU), and IPERF.

As shown in the figure, while both devices showed similar response times for CPU-based workloads, RPI provided about 10% faster response time (except for IC-CPU with SqueezeNet) than J.Nano. This is mainly because RPI has a slightly faster CPU with a newer version of ARM cores. For the CPU and memory utilization, EdgeFaaSBench reported similar statistics for most of the workloads.

### Cold and Warm Start Time

The next benchmark measures serverless functions’ cold and warm start times on edge devices. The capability to measure the cold and warm start times is particularly important since the cold start overhead is recognized as the major performance overhead of serverless applications. To measure the cold start time, EdgeFaaSBench recorded the initial function invocation time collected by OpenFaaS when no serverless container was running. After this recording, EdgeFaaSBench compared the time with the first recorded time internally measured in the function in the benchmark workloads. For measuring the warm start time, EdgeFaaSBench also recorded the request invocation time in OpenFaaS and compared it with the first recorded time in a warm serverless container.

Table II shows the cold and warm start times on both devices measured by EdgeFaaSBench. While the cold and warm start times vary with different benchmark workloads, both devices showed an order of magnitude slower cold start times compared to the warm start times. For example, RPI and J.Nano had 16.9× and 13.6× slower cold start times, respectively. Such slower cold start times are consistent with existing measurement studies on serverless platforms on clouds [62]. As identified by prior work [63], the significantly slower cold start times are mostly because of container and package initialization used in the serverless functions. In particular, benchmark workloads like IC-CPU with AlexNet and SqueezeNet and SA require various packages in the serverless functions, so that they needed more time to initialize the serverless container and showed higher cold start times.

For comparing start times between two devices, J.Nano showed equivalent and slightly faster cold start times except for two IC-CPU workloads and SA, and both devices showed similar warm start times.

### Concurrent Function Executions

Next, we measured the impact of concurrent invocation of serverless functions on edge devices. In this evaluation, EdgeFaaSBench generated the concurrent function invocations, gradually increasing from

---

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Raspberry Pi 4B</th>
<th>Jetson Nano</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cold Start</td>
<td>Warm Start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI</td>
<td>7.8s</td>
<td>1.4s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>9.2s</td>
<td>1.8s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFO-SINE</td>
<td>7.6s</td>
<td>0.5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SORT</td>
<td>7.9s</td>
<td>0.3s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>7.4s</td>
<td>0.4s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>8.5s</td>
<td>0.6s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>11.5s</td>
<td>2.1s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>7.6s</td>
<td>0.5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC-CPU (SQN)</td>
<td>10.3s</td>
<td>1.9s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC-CPU (ALN)</td>
<td>30.0s</td>
<td>5.3s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD-CPU</td>
<td>4.0s</td>
<td>0.1s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 6. Benchmark results of concurrent function executions for two EdgeFaaSBench workloads. (a) SA workload with concurrent executions, (b) OD-CPU workload with concurrent executions.
1 to 20, and measured response time and resource utilization.

Fig. 6 shows the benchmark results of two workloads, which are SA and OD-CPU. We omit the results of other benchmark workloads due to the page limitation, and the results from other workloads showed a similar pattern to the two workloads reported in the figure. As expected, the response times of concurrent functions increase with a higher level of concurrency. Also, resource utilization (CPU and memory) increases with more concurrent functions. An interesting observation is that CPU utilization was close to the maximum with a lower level of concurrency (e.g., 4 or 6 concurrent functions) on both devices. However, both devices were still able to process more functions while they showed such high CPU utilization. This is mainly because the memory usage did not reach the maximum. The devices were able to handle more concurrent functions unless the memory resources were not saturated. Based on this observation, we expect that the maximum degree of concurrent functions that can be processed by the edge devices will be determined by memory utilization, indicating that the upper bound of concurrent function executions can be determined when memory utilization becomes 100%.

Moreover, between the devices, J.Nano showed better performance to handle concurrent function executions. Interestingly, while the response time to handle a single function on J.Nano was slightly slower than RPi, J.Nano showed a 15% faster response time for SA and a 55% faster response time for OD-CPU with concurrent functions. For OD-CPU, we clearly observed that J.Nano showed 15% – 20% more efficient memory utilization with concurrency.

Comparison of CPU and GPU Performance. The last benchmark result is to show EdgeFaaSBench’s capability to compare the DL inference performance on CPU and GPU. We performed this comparison on J.Nano executing IC-CPU and IC-GPU, by leveraging its CPU and GPU resources. In this evaluation, we report the end-to-end DL processing latency as well as DL throughput on CPU and GPU by performing multiple executions of 200 batches of images.

Fig. 7 shows the end-to-end DL processing latency of IC-CPU and IC-GPU on J.Nano. The end-to-end latency is the sum of DL loading inference (DL framework and model) and DL inference latency. IC-GPU (running on J.Nano’s GPU) showed 3.2× and 1.2× faster processing latency with SqueezeNet and AlexNet compared to IC-CPU (only running on CPU), showing the benefit of leveraging GPU accelerator for DL inference tasks. Interestingly, the loading latency (blue portion of Fig. 7) of IC-GPU was significantly slower than that of IC-CPU. For example, IC-GPU’s loading latency was over 100× slower than the loading latency of IC-CPU when using SqueezeNet. This is because the GPU accelerator on J.Nano was much slower to initialize and load DL models. Therefore, Pytorch’s initialization latency with GPU is much slower than that with CPU. However, once the DL model is loaded and the framework is initialized, the inference latency with IC-GPU is much faster than the inference latency of IC-CPU. The inference latency of IC-GPU was 7.1× (with SqueezeNet) and 1.8× (with AlexNet) shorter than those of IC-CPU. We also observed that the loading and inference latency could be varying with different DL models. In particular, the latency was significantly changed with DL model sizes.

We also confirm another benefit of enabling GPU on edge devices by reporting the throughput differences between IC-GPU and IC-CPU. As shown in Table III, IC-GPU processed 9× (with SqueezeNet) and 3.2× (with AlexNet) more images compared to IC-CPU, clearly indicating the benefit of GPU accelerator for the AI at the edge processing.

### V. RELATED WORK

The research community has proposed various benchmark suites for edge computing environments. This section summarizes the state-of-the-art benchmark suites [39]–[44] and discusses our novelty over the state-of-the-arts.

DeFog [41] is a comprehensive fog/edge computing benchmark suite containing six different edge applications. DeFog focuses on benchmarking the performance of edge computing with three different deployment modes; edge-cloud, cloud-only, and edge-only. DeFog performed an experimental study on three deployment modes using two edge devices (e.g., Raspberry Pi 3 Model B and Odroid XU 4) and an Amazon cloud server, and the experiment results showed the performance variations of benchmark applications with different deployment modes. While DeFog has broader benchmark coverage than EdgeFaaSBench in supporting different edge computing scenarios, EdgeFaaSBench has the following novelty over DeFog. First, we focus on benchmarking the performance of edge devices and their diverse resource types (e.g., CPU and GPU). And, differing from DeFog, all the benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DL Inference Throughput (# Infer/sec.)</th>
<th>with SqueezeNet</th>
<th>with AlexNet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jetson Nano CPU (IC-CPU)</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jetson Nano GPU (IC-GPU)</td>
<td>27.65</td>
<td>8.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. End-to-end deep learning processing latency comparison between CPU and GPU on Jetson Nano (J. Nano). DL processing latency is composed of load and inference latency.
workloads in EdgeFaaSBench are serverless applications, and EdgeFaaSBench can measure diverse serverless-oriented performance metrics, i.e., cold and warm startup times of serverless applications.

Due to the broader adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) at the edge paradigm [7], benchmark suites that are centered on measuring AI inference performance in edge computing have also been proposed [10], [43], [54]. Edge AI Bench [43] is a benchmark suite with four realistic AI deployment scenarios for edge computing and offers capabilities to measure the end-to-end AI performance of various edge-computing scenarios.

pCamp [43] conducted benchmarking the performance of machine learning (ML) packages and frameworks when running image classification tasks on edge devices and mobile devices. This work reported latency (including model loading time), memory usage, and energy consumption from different ML packages. Subedi et al. [10] also provided the benchmarking results of AI inference tasks on edge devices by using multiple deep neural networks (DNN) models on various combinations of four edge devices and two AI accelerators for edge devices (e.g., Coral Edge TPU Accelerators [60]). Moreover, the work performed by Subedi et al. focused on characterizing the multi-tenancy aspects of DNN models’ executions on the devices. While AI benchmark workloads are part of our benchmark suite, EdgeFaaSBench can perform benchmarks with broader FaaS applications models, offering AI-based, traditional applications, and micro-benchmarks. EdgeFaaSBench also focuses on measuring the feasibility and performance of FaaS offering on edge devices so that it can report various serverless-centric metrics, including cold/warm function startup times and performance variation with concurrent function executions.

EdgeBench’18 [40], EdgeBench’20 [42], and Carpio et al. [44] proposed earlier FaaS adoption to benchmark suites for edge computing. However, these works have limitations in correctly understanding the FaaS offering on edge devices because these benchmarks focused on collaborative cloud-edge environments. For example, EdgeBench’18 [40] relied on FaaS offerings from public cloud providers, such as AWS Greengrass with AWS Lambda. EdgeBench’20 [42] was designed to benchmark the efficacy of diverse cloud-edge workflows that can be used in edge computing deployment. Moreover, the benchmark suite by Carpio et al. [44] contains only two benchmark applications, hence not sufficient to capture various aspects of FaaS behaviors on edge devices.

We summarize the differences between EdgeFaaSBench and previous benchmark suites in Table IV. As shown in the table, EdgeFaaSBench employs more comprehensive benchmark workloads ranging from micro-benchmarks to application-level benchmarks (including AI workloads), which help edge users correctly identify the behavior of FaaS characteristics and performance on edge devices. Moreover, by supporting GPU capability on edge devices, EdgeFaaSBench can evaluate FaaS performance variations on heterogeneous edge devices if GPU resources are available.

### VI. Conclusion

Due to the fast development of serverless computing and edge devices (especially with AI accelerators), there is increasing demand for serverless edge computing. To evaluate the performance of serverless computing on edge devices, we present EdgeFaaSBench, a novel benchmark suite for edge devices with serverless computing. EdgeFaaSBench is prototyped on a modern container engine/orchestration and a widely used open-source serverless framework.

EdgeFaaSBench comprises 14 serverless workloads to correctly benchmark diverse aspects of edge devices’ performance. Among the 14 workloads, 7 of them are micro-benchmark, and the others are application-level benchmark workloads. Micro-benchmark workloads evaluate the performance of a specific resource type (e.g., CPU) on edge devices, and application-level benchmark workloads evaluate the edge devices’ performance with realistic application scenarios like DL inference and sentiment analysis. EdgeFaaSBench can collect diverse tradition and serverless-specific metrics reflecting the performance of edge devices. In particular, EdgeFaaSBench can collect cold and warm start times of serverless applications and performance degradation with concurrent function executions, which are the important performance bottleneck of serverless applications on edge devices. In addition, EdgeFaaSBench also enables GPU to benchmark the scenarios of AI at edge computing.

We performed a benchmark study on two widely used edge devices to show the effectiveness of EdgeFaaSBench and reported diverse performance metrics and serverless characteristics on the edge devices. Finally, EdgeFaaSBench is publicly available at https://github.com/kaustubhrajput46/EdgeFaaSBench.
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